
Understanding Innovation: 
How to Remove Common 
Obstacles to New Ideas

Most leaders today would agree that innovation is
extremely important to the success of an organization. A
McKinsey Global Innovation survey found that 84% of
executives agree that innovation is important to growth
strategy; however, only 6% are satisfied with their team's
innovation performance. Organizations that actively
prioritize innovation and creativity benefit from increased
efficiency, higher revenue, and positive brand recognition.
Innovations of everyday processes can add up to big
savings in time and money while innovating products and
services can win over customers and help companies create
a unique offering. Companies that have innovated quickly
thrived throughout the pandemic. Innovation is not just a
buzzword or something that's only important for the tech
and gadget industries. Innovation can be changing a
restaurant layout to make it less likely to spread COVID-19
or putting menus online to prevent spreading germs on
physical menus. They can also be as complex as creating a
faster and more affordable device to test for COVID-19, like
the Abbott ID Now device that made it possible for doctors
to have test results in about 15 minutes. To face the
challenges of the years to come, leaders must unlock the
creativity of their teams and drive innovation.

Interestingly, experts tend to look at innovation in different
ways. Best-selling author and associate professor of

management, David Burkus, describes it as "the application
of ideas that are novel and useful." Crestcom subject matter
expert, author and "Innovation Instigator" Stephen Shapiro
says innovation is simply "staying relevant." He points out
that" we are in a time of unprecedented change. As a result,
what may have helped an organization be successful in the
past could potentially be the cause of their failure in the
future." Ginni Rometti, former Chairman, President and CEO
of IBM, once explained, "the only way you survive is you
continuously transform into something else. It's this idea of
continuous transformation that makes you an innovation
company." At the core of these definitions is that thinking
creatively and applying new ideas is vital for all
organizations. There are four major areas of innovation that
significantly impact business: business model innovation,
process innovation, product innovation, and marketing
innovation.

What is Innovation?

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/how-we-help-clients/growth-and-innovation
https://www.abbott.com/corpnewsroom/diagnostics-testing/how-id-now-tackles-covid-19.html
https://crestcom.com/subject-matter-experts/


of spreading illness. Offices that upgraded their
technology to allow employees to work from home were
also innovating processes. Sales that were once closed in a
boardroom can now be completed from living rooms in
different countries.

Product innovation is what most people think of when they
hear the word innovation. It can be developing an entirely
new product or a modification or improvement to a
product. There are many examples, like the invention of the
computer— and its subsequent gradual improvements that
made them smaller and more affordable for consumers.
Now, we all carry powerful computers in our pockets
because someone thought to combine a computer and a
telephone. The auto industry has continuously innovated
cars, from safety features like seatbelts and airbags to
hybrid and electric engines; innovation gives automobile
manufacturers their competitive edge.

Business model innovation can be risky, but often it is the
one thing that stands between success and extinction. One
memorable example is Xerox, a multinational Fortune 500
company that began as a manufacturer of photographic
paper in 1906 as a company named Haloid. In 1947, Haloid
obtained commercial rights to an imaging process called
xerography, and in 1958 was renamed Haloid Xerox
Company. The following year, they introduced the 914 Xerox
copier. However, it was much more expensive than other
existing methods of making copies, and they had trouble
penetrating the market. That's when they made an inspiring
move to innovate their business model by leasing their copy
machines for an affordable monthly fee. Xerox also
provided the service and support for the devices, reducing
risk and burden for the customer. Customers loved this new
pricing model and the efficiency and convenience of the
product.

Process innovation is often overlooked because it can be
less visible than a new gadget or marketing campaign, but it
can bring great results. It can mean improving facilities,
refining standard operating procedures, upgrading team
skills or adopting new technologies to produce a product or
service. Improving how things get done in the workplace
can reduce costs, improve customer service, and attract top
talent. One famous example of process innovation is when
Henry Ford invented the first moving assembly line. By
simplifying vehicle assembly, he shortened production time
from twelve hours to just ninety minutes. In the past two
years, retailers have innovated how they provide services
during the pandemic. Grocery stores now offer delivery and
curbside pickup options and have installed plexiglass
barriers between cashiers and customers to reduce the risk
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change; this method can also apply to other industries. It is
vital to allow employees to experiment and learn from
failure and feel safe while doing so. A two-year study at
Google found that psychological safety was the key factor to
building high-performing teams. Creating a culture of trust is
the first step to encouraging team members to share ideas
freely. Find ways to create space and time for all team
members to share ideas without fear.

Beware of the unseen permafrost of middle management. In
the realm of innovation, middle management has gotten a
bad reputation as the place where good ideas go to die.
While the executive team may list innovation as a top
priority, it does not always get executed by the middle
managers. There are many reasons for this, but most middle

Marketing innovation is when organizations tap into an
entirely new market, find new uses for existing products, or
find a new way to engage with customers to increase
market share. One recent example is Amazon's Influencer
Program that allows social media stars to monetize their
content by building a customized storefront featuring
products they recommend on social media platforms like
Twitter, Instagram and YouTube. Dan Markham, a YouTube
Creator and Influencer, promoted a fidget cube in a video,
leading to 668,777 Amazon Clicks, 16,369 orders and
$160,755.98 worth of products sold. This was an interesting
innovation on the traditional celebrity spokesperson
because the influencer does not need to work directly with
the brand in any way.

Leaders have an important role in managing and promoting
innovation within an organization. The first is to understand
what innovation is, and the next is to create an atmosphere
where creative thinking can occur and teams can work
together effectively to implement new ideas. To accomplish
that goal, leaders should be aware of five common
obstacles to innovation.

Fear is the enemy of creativity and innovation, and it is
extremely common. Leaders may be afraid to take a risk on
a new idea, and employees may be afraid to speak up in a
meeting to share a new idea. People are naturally hardwired
to avoid danger and easily overestimate possible negative
outcomes. Testing is an innovator's best friend. In the online
world, innovators use A/B testing to try out new ideas on a
portion of their users before deciding to implement the

5 Obstacles to Innovation
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Obstacle #1: Fear of Failure

Obstacle #2: The Permafrost of Middle 
Management

https://rework.withgoogle.com/blog/five-keys-to-a-successful-google-team/


for help with this).

It is most likely that a perceived lack of talent is really a
matter of perspective. Leaders can remove this obstacle
through inclusive hiring practices and cross-departmental
interactions. In the hiring process, leaders should think
creatively. Making the "safe" hire might mean that person is
most like the others on your team. However, innovation
requires diversity of thought and experience. Braden
Kelley, author of Stoking Your Innovation Bonfire, explains,
"If a person matches 100 percent of the job description and
has done this job a thousand times, what will he bring that
is new? Obviously, hiring someone who doesn't fit your
culture is a waste of time and money, but which culture are
you trying to fit? The culture you have or the culture you're
trying to become?" When designing work assignments,
encourage people to work across departments. Leaders
should consider offering job rotations to learn about
challenges other teams face and bring fresh ideas and
possible improvements. It may also be time to empower
employees on the front line. The most useful ideas will

managers are not incentivized to bring on new innovative
projects or disrupt current processes with a new idea. These
managers are held to specific financial goals and budgets
and may inadvertently be incentivized not to rock the boat.
They are often outside the innovation loop while also being
held to standard financial performance metrics. At the same
time, their direct reports are asked to drop current
assignments to implement a new idea or run an experiment,
which may leave managers with more on their own plate.
Leaders need to engage with these managers and
incentivize their ability to drive innovation for the
organization. Middle managers are the gatekeepers to ideas
that come from the front line. Train managers to create
broad innovation procedures that relax restrictions and
paperwork as much as possible. Give them decision-making
tools that require more thoughtful justification for saying no
to trying a new idea than for saying yes. That process can
help refine and improve initial ideas, making for a better
innovation process throughout an organization. Middle
managers can be your best ally, as they are usually
responsible for how things get done in any organization and
have the know-how to manage the details.

Some organizations don't suffer from a lack of ideas but a
lack of follow-through. Excess creativity and optimism can
cause leaders to lose focus. Ideas are great, but innovation
requires applying them in a useful way. The path from ideas
to implementation is not always easy, and it is tempting to
jump to the next exciting idea when the going gets tough.
However, constantly starting new projects but never
realizing them can demoralize teams and cause innovation
fatigue. Prioritization of projects and managing details is key
to success (remember to engage those middle managers

Obstacle #3: Lack of Follow Through

Obstacle #4: Lack of Talent



often come from the employees who work directly with the
customers, suppliers, products, and services. These
employees are usually not included in strategy meetings,
brainstorming sessions or board meetings. Leaders should
find ways to recruit ideas from these valuable team
members. Something as simple as a suggestion box can
collect insight into how products or customer service could
be improved. Follow-through is important in this area as
well. Be sure the front-line employees are recognized for
their ideas and know how they will be implemented.
Without that recognition, employees might feel that the
suggestion box is just for show, and their ideas are not
valued.

There could be a skills gap if other obstacles have been
removed, but innovation is still stalled in an organization.
Organizations that provide training and development
opportunities around soft skills like communication,
decision-making, strategic thinking and leading through
change will be best positioned for innovation.

Continuous learning is key to keeping the mind open to new
ideas and increasing adaptability and resilience. Peter
Senge, author of The Fifth Discipline, explains that "the only
sustainable source of competitive edge is an organization's
ability to learn faster and better than its competitors."
Investing in the growth and development of employees can
improve employee retention while boosting both innovation
and profitability.

To build an innovative organization, leaders must remember
one key concept. Being an "innovator" is not a special talent,
title, or designation that only some people are capable of. On
a recent episode of The Leadership Habit Podcast, Tamara
Ghandour, author of Innovation is Everyone's Business,
explained, "we equate innovation with, you know, these
people who are bestowed with these magical powers from
the beginning. And that is a total myth. It's not the reality. This
thinking actually hinders innovation across your organization
in a lot of ways. First of all, you're only tapping a certain
amount of people. And second, you're demoralizing
everybody else by telling them that they are not innovative.
So, you know, it's a major myth that you're born a certain
way, and that [innovation] is only for certain people. It's
actually for all of us. And if we just looked into our day-to-
day lives, we'd see moments of innovation across our lives."
Innovative thinking can happen anywhere, at any time, by
anyone, and it is a leader's job to remove as many obstacles
to creativity as possible.

Obstacle #5: Lack of Skills

The Key To Innovation

https://crestcom.com/blog/2020/02/03/episode-19-everyday-innovation-with-tamara-ghandour/
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